
VII. SCHEMATIC DEFINITIONS OF SRSs 

i. Rule Schemata 

In defining a SRS <Z,F,÷,A>, the replacement rules will often be 

given by a set of schematic descriptions or rule schemata. All the 

interesting properties of SRSs mentioned in Chapters III-VI (closure, 

the outer property, etc.) are easy to verify for a large class of sets 

of replacement rules defined by rule schemata. The following defini- 

tion generalizes Rosen's notion of rule schemata [Ro73] (Def. 6.1, p. 175). 

Definition 4S 

Let Z be any set, and let V be an ordered set of formal variables. 

A rule schema is a triple <A,B,Q> such that: 

(I) A and B are zuV-trees, 

(2) A/xcV => x-(1)~ domainA 

B/xeV => x.(1)~ domainB 

A()~V 

(3) By~ v => 3 x Ax=By, 

(4) Ax=AyeV => x=y, 

(S) Q is an n-ary predicate over Z-trees where n is the number of 

formal variables in A. 

Formal variables of rule schemata will be written as underlined 

capital letters. A rule schema <A,B,~> will be written 

[A=B where Q(X1,...,Xn)], where ~l .... '~n are the formal variables 

of A in order. When Q(~l ..... X n) is vacuous, the "where" clause 

will be omitted. Brackets may be omitted when no confusion is 

possible. 

Informally, clause (2) says that formal variables appear only as leaves, 

and A is not just a single formal variable; (3) says that each variable 

in B occurs in A; and (4) says that each formal variable occurs only 

once in A. A rule schema represents an equational axiom schema 

straightforwardly. Note that~ as long as the predicate Q is easy to 

check, implementation of reduction by pointer structures is straight- 

forward (see Ex. 17, p. 54). Following Rosen [Ro73] (Def. 6.2, p. 17S), 

an instance of a rule schema is any substitution of Z-trees for formal 

variables which satisfies the predicate Q. 

Definition 46 

Let [A=B where Q(XI,...,X_n)~ be a rule schema with characters Z and 
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formal variables V. Note that A-Ixi is the set of addresses x such 

tF~at Ax=Xi. 

Let C 1 .... ,C n be Z-trees such that Q(CI,...,Cn) is true, and let 

K = A(x÷Cl] x ~ i - l X l  ) . . .  (X+Cnl x ~ r l X  ) ,  
~ - -  - 1 - j ~  B S(x+Cll ~ s - l x l  ) . . .  (X+Cnl x~s Xn )- 

Then the equation <A=B> is an instance of this rule schema. 

The set of replacement rules generated by a set S of rule schemata is 

{<A=B>I <A=B> is an instance of some schema in S}. 

Instances of rule schema correspond naturally to instances of axiom 

schemata. In a SRS <Z,F,+,A> where A is generated by a set of schemata 

S, C+D means that C=D follows from the substitution rule for equality 

and an instance A=B of an axiom schema corresponding to a schema in S. 

Each rule schema defines a residual map in a natural way kRo73] 

(Lemma 6.3, p. 175). In many cases, a set of rule schemata may also 

define a natural residual map. 

Definition 47 

Let EA=B where Q(XI,...,X_n)] be a rule schema. 

Let Inst be the set of instances of this schema. 

The map generated by this schema is the function s:Inst÷(p*÷P1(p*)) 

defined by 

s<A=B>x {y'z I y~B Xi ~ if x=v'z and A~=Xi 

{y] A/x=B/y} if X~() and A(x'z)=Xi for some z,i 

¢ otherwise 

Suppose a set S of rule schemata has the property that all the maps s 

generated above are consistent. Then the map generated by S is the 

function r:R+(p*÷P±(p*)) defined by 

r<A=B>x = s<A=B>x where s is the map generated by any of the 

schemata of which <A=B> is an instance. 

The following theorem generalizes Lemma 6.3 of Rosen [Ro73] (p. 175). 

Theorem 16 

Let A be the set of rules generated by a set S of rule schemata and let 

r be the map generated by S. Let E = <Z,F,+,A> be a SRS. 

Then r is an innermost preserving residual map for E. 

Proof Let <A=B>cR be an instance of [A=B where Q(~I ..... ~n )]" 

By Definitions 46 and 47 (pp. 66, 68), 

(~) yer<A=B>x => B/y=A/x. 
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Therefore, 

(i) (x is a redex in A ^ y~r<A=B>x) => y is a redex in B. Clauses 

(2) and (3) of the definition of a residual map (Def. 22, p. 23) 

follow from Definitions 46 and 47. The innermost preserving property 

(Def. 35, p. 52) follows immediately from (*). 

Example 19 

Consider E of Example 6 (p. 18). 

A is generated by the following set of rule schemata: 

{ [ F ( X , Y )  = C o n d ( X , O , F ( p ( X ) , F ( X , Y ) ) ) ] ,  

[Cond(0,X,Y)=Y], 

[Cond(s(X)),!,£):~]} 
The residual map generated by the above schemata is exactly r of 

Example Ii (p. 23). 

2. Closure, Commutativity, the Outer Property in Schemata-Generated 
SRSs 

The nonclosed SRS of Example 14 (p. 32) may also be generated by a 

set of rule schemata, so we need an additional restriction on rule 

schemata to guarantee closure. In fact, the nonoverlapping criterion 

below is sufficient for closure and commutativity. 

Definition 48 

Let S be a set of rule schemata. 

S is nonoverlapping iff, for all pairs of (not necessarily different) 

schemata [A=B where Q(~I ..... X_m )] and [C=D where T(Y 1 .... ,Yu)], the 

following holds: 

Let <A,B> and <C,D> be instances of the above schemata, with ~I ..... ~m 

replaced by E 1 .... ,E m and ~I,...,Y n replaced by F 1 .... ,F n. 

Suppose A/x=C, x~(). Then there exist y, z, i such that 

(I) Ay=X. ^ x=y .z 
--I 

(2) Q(EI,...,Ei(z+D) ..... Era) is true. 

Example 20 

L of Example 14 (p. 32 ) may be generated by adding the following 

schemata to those of Example 19 (p. 68): 

( [First (s (X_))=s ], 

[First (p (X))=pJ, 

[Tail (s (X_))--X_l, 

[Tail (p (X_) ) =X] } 
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The resulting set of schemata generates r of Example 14. There is an 

overlap 5etween EFirst(p(X))=p] and Ep(s(X))=X]. First(p(s(0))) is an 

instance of ~irst(p(X)) which contains an instance p(s(0)) of p(s(X)) 

at the address (i). The only schema variable in First(p(X)) is at 

(1,2), which is not an ancestor of (I), violating clause (I) of the 

definition of nonoverlapping. Informally, overlap is easy to recognize 

by imagining left sides of schemata as trees with empty places for the 

variables. Thus, First(pCX)) and p(s(X)) are shown in Figure 29. 

First p 
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Figure 29 

The two pictures may be combined in such a way that the two occurrences 

of p are identified, forming the picture in Figure 30. 
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Knuth and Bendix sketch a "superposition" algorithm which may be used 

to determine whether a pair of rule schemata is nonoverlapping in the 

special case where the predicates of the schemata are vacuous (satis- 

fied by all meaningful trees) [KB70] (Th.5, p.274). Informally, the 

nonoverlapping property may easily be checked by inspection in many 

cases. 

Definition 49 

A set S of rule schemata is consistent iff, for all pairs of schemata 

[A=B where Q] and [C=D where Y] in S, the following holds: 

Let <A=B> and <C=D> be instances of the above schemata. 

If A=C, then 

(i) domainB = domainD and 

(2) for all xcdomainB either 

Bx = Dx ~ 
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Bx~ DxEV and A-I(Bx)=C-I(Dx). 

Intuitively, (I) and (2) merely say that B and D are the same up to 

choice of variable names in the two schemata. 

Several interesting cases of nonoverlapping consistent schemata are 

covered by the following lemma. 

Lemma 23 

Let S be a set of rule schemata with vacuous predicates. Suppose that, 

for all [A=B],[C=D]~S and all x#[), a()JCx. Suppose also that if 

<A=B> and <A=C> are instances of schemata in S, then they are instances 

of the same schema and B=C. 

Then S is n~noverlapping and consistent. 

Proof Straightforward from Definitions 48, 49 (pp. 68, 69). D 

Note that, by Lemma 23, the schemata of Example 19 (p. 68) are nonover- 

lapping and consistent. The following theorem generalizes Rosen's 

Rule-Schemata Theorem [Ro73] (Th. 6.5, p.176). 

Theorem 17 

Let S be a nonoverlapping consistent set of rule schemata generating 

the set of rules A and the residual map r. 

Let E = <Z,R,÷,A> be a SRS. 

Then E is closed and commutative with respect to r. 

Proof Note that consistency of S guarantees that r is well defined 

and A is a partial function. The requirements for closure (Def. 25, 

p. 30) and commutativity (Def. 38, p. 59) follow directly by calcula- 

tions using Definitions 47 (p. 66) and 48 (p. 68) and 49 (p. 69). D 

One final characteristic of a set of rule schemata yields the 

outer property. 

Definition 50 

A set S of nonoverlapping rule schemata is outer iff the following 

holds: 

Let [A=B where Q(~I .... ,X_n )] be a schema in S. 

Let Q(EI,...,E n) be false, and let x anc~ y be in de___~mai___qnE i. 

Suppose <Ei/x=C> and <~i/Y=D> are both instances of schemata in S. Then 

Q(EI,...,Ei(Y÷D),...,En) is false. 

Note that a set of nonoverlapping schemata whose predicates are all 

vacuous is outer. 
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Theorem 18 

Let S be a nonoverlapping consistent outer set of rule schemata genera- 

tin~ A. 

Let E = <Z,F,+,A> be a SRS. 

(I) Then E is outer. 

(21 Let d be preorder. 

Assume in addition that all predicates in S are vacuous and that, for 

all schemata 

[A=B]~S 

~2x,yedomainA x±y and x(dA)y and AxeV and Ay% v. 

Then 5 is d-outer. 

Proof (i) Direct from the definition of outer (Def. 32, p. 46) and 

Definitions 48 (p. 68), 49 (p. 69), and S0 (p. 70). 

(2) Direct from Definitions 41 (p. 63) and 42 (p. 64). 

3. Weak Reduction in the S-K-I Combinator Calculus 

Let Z = {AP,S,K,I}u v where V is an infinite set of variable 

symbols not including AP, S, K, I. Let AP be a binary function symbol 

(representing function application), and S, K, I be constants. 

Let A be generated by the set of three rule schemata: 

s = {[A~(I,X)=X~, 
lAP (AP (K, X), !1 =~], 
[A__P (i__P (i__P (!,Z) ,~) ,~) = iP (iP (X, Z ) ,AP ([, [) ) ] 1. 

Let <Z,Z#,+,A> be the SRS with + generated by A. 2# contains exactly 

those Z-trees which represent combinatory terms or "c-terms" [Ste72] 

(3.2, p. 271. + is the contraction relation "contr" (p. 3~, and ÷* 

is the weak reduction relation "~" (3.6, p. 31). Since S is, by 

inspection, nonoverlapping, consistent and outer, the confluence proper- 

ty (and tkerefore the Church-Rosser property), termination of even- 

tually outermost sequences, optimality of some strictly outermost non- 

copying sequence, and maximal costliness of strictly innermost non- 

copying sequences all follow immediately. In addition, by Clause (2) 

of Theorem 18 (p. 711, <Z,Z#,÷,A> is d~outer for preorder d (Def. 42, 

p. 641. 

Thus leftmost outermost reduction is optimal for the S-K-I combin- 

ator calculus. The confluence and termination results are well known, 

but the cost results are new. 


